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\begin{abstract}
Fibre kinking is one of the main failure modes of composite laminates under compression loading. In this paper, the role of kinking in the failure of quasi isotropic composites subjected to a bearing load is investigated. High resolution CT scans show that kinking is largely involved in the events leading to laminate collapse, notably by triggering other damage modes such as delamination. Kink bands develop extremely progressively, leading to the formation of a wide localization zone (or FPZ, failure process zone). Such behaviour calls for a non local modelling approach. Local damage models would lead to overly conservative sizing. A simple model, based on Hashin failure criteria and non local effective stresses is confronted to experiments, and its limits are highlighted. It will be shown that proper modelling of the bearing failure requires the characteristic behaviour of kink bands to be taken into account.
\end{abstract}

1. Introduction

Bearing failure has been widely studied, both experimentally and numerically [1]. However, the complex nature of this failure mode still makes it a challenging test case for damage models [2]. Most experimental studies have focused on the bearing behaviour of pinned or bolted composite joints, with typical bearing strength (Eq. (1)) ranging from 400 MPa to 1000 MPa.

\[ \sigma_{\text{bearing}} = \frac{F}{t \cdot d} \]  

Thus, the boundary conditions pertaining to each joint configuration appear to have considerable influence on the bearing strength. The most influential ones are the lateral restraint due to bolt preloading [3], the bolt hole clearance [4], or secondary bending for single lap shear joints. The damage mechanisms involved in the bearing failure of bolted joints have been studied by Xiao and Ishikawa [5], who showed that kinking (often referred to as fibre microbuckling) plays an important role in the failure process, as did Seike et al. [6]. Camanho et al. [7] showed that the progressiveness of the bearing failure could be explained by the accumulation of subcritical damage. They emphasised the role of delamination, suggesting the use of three dimensional failure criteria, which they did in a later paper [8]. However, cohesive zone models do not seem to be an absolute requirement [9]. Despite the many models proposed in the literature, which are often based on traditional failure criteria [8,10–12], the sizing of composite joints is still mainly based on allowable bearing strengths obtained for different joint configurations.

Hence, there still is a need for improved failure models built upon a sound physical basis. Mutual feedback should be established between the numerical models and the experiments to look beyond the load–displacement curve. To do this, it would be desirable to use very simple experiments, such as pinned contact [13] or half hole pinned bearing [14–17], in order to reduce the number of unknown or uncertain variables and to focus on the damage mechanisms. A more general knowledge of the bearing failure would also make it possible to diverge from the traditional bolt/rivet mechanical assemblies in specific industrial applications.

In this paper, bearing failure and the role of kinking are further investigated using a half hole pinned bearing test and modern experimental techniques such as computed tomography (CT) and digital image correlation (DIC), for both woven and UD fabric laminates, with the same epoxy matrix. An enhanced engineering failure model is then introduced, exhibiting large similarities with most of the existing failure theories dedicated to bearing failure simulation. The enhancement mainly stems from the use of an embedded non local approach, which prevents an excessive impact of subcritical damage on the failure load. However, the aim of this paper is less to propose a new failure theory than to point out the deficiencies of such theories, and to suggest other
modelling strategies based on the observed damage mechanisms, with a special emphasis on kinking, which will be shown to play a prominent role. The need for advanced damage models dedicated to the compressive failure of composite materials will be highlighted.

2. Experimental study

2.1. Experimental procedure

To study the intrinsic bearing behaviour, it was decided to carry out half hole bearing tests. One of the main advantages associated with this kind of test is the fact that the full strain field on the free surface of the laminate can be obtained using digital image correlation (DIC). The small coupon size and the simple test set up (Fig. 1) both help to render experiments simpler to analyse and models faster to run. The gauge length can be made arbitrarily small, so that global buckling problems are avoided.

The indenter, or “pin”, was the aft part of a 6.35 mm Diager reamer, of the same type as the one used to ream holes after a three step drilling process.

Two types of prepregged fabrics with the same resin system were chosen: a UD fabric and a 4 harness satin weave (Fig. 2). The tows were made of 3 k HTA fibres, and the thermoset resin was a second generation toughened epoxy.

A quasi isotropic layup [90, +45, 0, -45]_sub was selected for both materials. The number of stacking sequences, n, was determined so as to obtain panels of similar thickness, which were laid up by hand and cured in a press, at 180 °C under a pressure of 4 bars. The UD fabric laminates were 4 mm thick and the woven fabric laminates 3.75 mm thick.

An INSTRON 250 kN machine was used for the static tests. As strain softening was expected, tests were run under displacement control, with a displacement rate of 0.2 mm/min. A VIC 2D digital image correlation system was used, with an AVT Pike F505B camera having a resolution of 2452 × 2452 pixels. Stereo correlation was not deemed necessary as the coupon mainly deformed in plane when not heavily damaged.

Three static tests were performed for both materials.

2.2. Macroscopic bearing behaviour

The load displacement curve (Fig. 3) showed four main behaviour and was repeatable.

1. The first part was essentially linear, except for the very beginning, where the non linearity could be attributed to the existence of a small perpendicularity defect (<1°), as revealed by a careful analysis of DIC results. The initial non linearity could not be explained by varying contact conditions in relation with clearance, since the hole and the indenter had the same diameter.
2. At about 70% of the peak strength, the load displacement relationship became slightly non linear.
3. Just after the peak strength, a sharp load drop occurred, accompanied by a loud cracking noise.
4. As displacement increased, the load then stabilized and oscillated around a residual value approximately equal to 40% of the peak strength, and it continued to do so even for displacement magnitudes of the same order as the hole radius. It was noted that this proportion was identical for UD fabric and woven fabric laminates.

The failure point was easy to define, as a sharp load drop occurred just after the peak strength. Hence, there was no need to define a bearing failure strain, though this is defined in most
Fig. 4. Pre-peak and post-peak strain fields obtained by DIC. The strain profiles on Figs. 6 and 5 are extracted along the black line.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the displacement-direction strain profile for a UD-fabric laminate with increasing displacement. Note that, once the bearing peak is passed, unloading occurs beyond about 4 mm from the hole edge, denoting damage localization. The vertical axis has a logarithmic scale.

eering connections failing in bearing, and is typically equal to 4% of the hole diameter as recommended by ASTM D953 37. The estimated COV on the peak strength value was extremely small, lower than 2% for both materials. Woven and UD fabric laminates had almost the same bearing strength, with a slight advantage for the bidirectional weave architecture (6%). The more sudden drop in load carrying capability in the woven laminates could be attributed to the failure of the lower and upper plies. Unlike the corresponding plies in the UD fabric laminates, these plies contained 0° wet yarns. Since they did not benefit from ply constraint effects, they tended to fail at lower loads than inner plies. As these yarns accounted for 25% of the 0° oriented yarns, their failure had a strong effect on the global response.

Further information could be obtained thanks to DIC. This technique enabled the strain field variations to be followed as the load increased (Figs. 4 and 5). No obvious localization was observed before peak strength. However, in the UD fabric laminates, the displacement direction strain levels could be rather high, largely above 1.1%, which is accepted as the compressive failure strain of the fibres. Assuming these strains were almost constant through the thickness, which should be true as long as there is sufficient cohesion between the plies, it can be concluded that failure in the fibre direction initiated before peak strength, explaining the observed non-linear behaviour. In the woven fabric laminates, strain levels appeared to be more erratic, as load was redistributed at a larger distance from the hole edge. An increase in the resolution showed that high local strains also existed before peak strength.

At the bearing peak, the displacement direction strain profile along a line located on the geometric longitudinal symmetry plane was remarkably similar for all the UD fabric specimens (Fig. 6). However, in the woven fabric laminates, the strain profiles for coupons failing at similar loads were not alike. The weave architecture significantly influenced the local strain levels, which oscillated. In addition, the surface strain field was altered by the joint presence of 0° and 90° yarns.

After the bearing peak, strains quickly became localised in a zone whose size did not seem to change much with increasing displacement. All the material points located outside this zone were progressively less and less strained while strain levels soared in the FPZ (Failure Process Zone). This is particularly noticeable on Fig. 5, where, after the bearing peak, strain levels tend to decrease beyond a distance from the hole edge roughly equal to 4 mm. In fact, beyond the bearing peak, the coupons behaved as if they were composed of two very different materials: a “soft” one (heavily damaged composite) in the FPZ, and a “hard” one (pristine composite) outside.

One of the key difficulties associated with the use of digital image correlation software is the choice of the correlation parameters, namely the subset size, the step size, and the filter size used for strain computations. These three parameters define the so-called “virtual strain gauge size”. By modifying them, it was shown that strain levels could vary over a large range. Nevertheless, they were consistently of the order of several percent, unless the virtual strain gauge size was increased to several millimetres or the strain field was abusively filtered. This was even the case before the peak strength, so it could be inferred that fibre failures occurred before

---

1 Coefficient of variation.
this point was reached. Of course, when strain gradients are mild, these parameters have a much smaller influence on the computed strains. This could be checked by numerically and homogeneously deforming a picture of a coupon with a speckle pattern.

2.3. Ply scale bearing behaviour

Tests were stopped at various times to obtain coupons with different damage levels for further analysis using computed tomography. Regarding the very low COV on the bearing strength and the almost identical strain profiles, it could be considered that all the coupons experienced the same damage kinetics. Therefore, there was no need for in situ tomography. The main range of interest was between about 70% and 100% of the bearing strength, i.e., where the load displacement relationship was non-linear. The resolution performance of computed tomography is highly dependent on the ratio of distances between the X ray source and the specimen on the one hand, and between the source and the detector array on the other. As a general rule, the closer the specimen is to the source, the better is the resolution. Therefore, coupons were cut to a smaller size, leaving a minimal distance of about two millimetres between the hole edge and the slice boundary. They were CT scanned in a GE Phoenix VTome XM microtomograph. With 3000 frames, the full reconstruction took about one hour per coupon. In the end, a very acceptable resolution of about 4 µm was obtained.

Coupons obtained after tests stopped at about 70% of the peak strength were not seriously damaged. However, matrix cracks were present, mainly in the upper and lower plies. More interesting was the presence of small kink bands initiating from the very edge of the hole. They were hardly visible, but were present in load bearing plies, namely the 0° and ±45° plies, in the upper and lower ply sequences. Unfortunately, the contrast of these images (not shown) was very poor, making the kink bands difficult to pinpoint. At a slightly higher load level (80% of the peak strength), kink bands continued to develop in the upper and lower ply sequences, and started to develop and multiply in the inner ply sequences, up to the bearing peak. Figs. 7 and 8 show typical kink bands in a UD fabric laminate, and Fig. 9 shows kink bands in a woven fabric laminate. Fig. 10 shows kink bands in a 45° ply. Kink bands propagated in plane (along the width of the laminate) and out of plane (through the thickness of the laminate). They could cross several plies of different orientation without changing their in plane direction of propagation, hence creating through thickness failure surfaces. Some authors have referred to such damage as “out of plane shear cracks”, but it seems that these bands really are related to kinking (Fig. 11), thus deserving the name “kink bands”. In some cases, kink bands terminate in longitudinal matrix cracks (splitting), see Fig. 9.

Through thickness failure planes created wedge mechanisms at several locations in the laminate, leading, upon further loading, to delaminations (Fig. 12). Most of the delaminations did not initiate from the hole wall, as they would have if they had initiated on their own, but from inside the laminate. Therefore, in most cases, kinking triggered delaminations, and not the opposite. In the [90, +45, 0, -45]laminate of this study, delaminations were mainly located in the lower and upper ply sequences. The absence of noticeable delaminations in the central sequences was probably the consequence of ply constraint effects (stacking sequence effects) which have been shown to have considerable influence on delamination bearing strength [18]. Another important element is that a compressive out of plane normal stress exists, due to friction between the composite and the indenter limiting the laminate expansion. The same facts probably also explain why kink bands tended to extend more deeply inside the laminate in the central ply sequences. By preventing out of plane motion, the load aligned yarns could be further strained, thus creating other kink bands.

It is thought that the load drop following the bearing peak is due to the motion of the different wedge mechanisms, triggering multiple delaminations. The role of these wedges in the final failure has already been discussed by Hirano et al. [16]. It appears that

Fig. 7. Kink bands viewed from different perspectives in a UD-fabric laminate at bearing peak. On the bottom left image, black areas (1) correspond to cracked surfaces delimiting kink bands. On the top right image, note the characteristic chevron shape (2) due to the reflection of a kink band, probably triggered by the presence of flame retardant particles (white dots, which should not be confused with transverse glass yarns).
Fig. 8. Kink bands in a 0° ply (UD-fabric laminate) at bearing peak. Their in-plane direction of propagation depends on their location. Kink bands located in zones where both compressive and shear strains are high (2) are tilted with respect to the loading direction, while kink bands located in the frontal zone (1) are perpendicular to it. This shows that kink band initiation and propagation is not only sensitive to compressive strains, but also to shear strains.

Fig. 9. In this woven fabric ply with 0° warp yarns, multiple kink bands can be observed when the bearing peak is reached. Some splitting cracks can be noticed (in cyan). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Woven laminates are also prone to delamination, and especially inter yarn debonding, the wedge mechanism also being involved.

Hence, kinking appears to play a central and dominant role in the events leading to laminate collapse. This idea is further reinforced by the great similarity between the macroscopic response of laminates loaded in bearing and that of unidirectional notched laminates subjected to a compressive load, which fail as a consequence of kink band propagation [19].

These observations also suggest that the high strain levels before peak strength was reached could be related to the existence of numerous kink bands spanning the whole thickness of the laminates and having a width comparable to the diameter of the hole.
related to the transition from a strength controlled ductile behaviour at small scales to a fracture toughness controlled brittle behaviour at larger scales. The main characteristic non local models have in common is that they incorporate an internal length, that has some sort of physical meaning, as Bažant demonstrated [20]. The average stress and point stress failure criteria of Whitney and Nußmer are forms of “non local” approaches, as is the Failure Characteristic Volume (FCV) of Hochard [21]. The underlying idea is that an interaction exists between material points located in a small volume so that, from the material perspective, the strain singularity close to a crack or a hole can be partially relieved. In addition, in a continuum damage mechanics (CDM) framework, the internal length prevents spurious localization by controlling the size of the zone that undergoes softening. Spurious localization is related to the loss of uniqueness of the boundary value problem, which is a consequence of softening. In a finite element model, this means that the number of possible unloading paths at an integration point is potentially infinite. In some extreme cases, snap back could occur, resulting in insufficient or virtually zero energy dissipation in case of complete snap back to the origin of the load displacement graph.

As kinking generates a size effect in notched laminates [22], and as bearing failure has been seen to be associated with a large FPFZ, with the first kink bands developing before peak strength and acting as microcracking, it seems reasonable to consider a non local approach when modelling this kind of failure.

The model proposed here is based on three dimensional Hashin criteria and requires only common material data. The failure criteria are associated with four failure modes, namely:

- Tensile fibre failure if $\sigma_{11} > 0$
  \[ \left( \frac{\sigma_{11}}{X_{f1}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_{12}}{S_{12}} \right)^2 < 1 \]  

- Compressive fibre failure if $\sigma_{11} < 0$
  \[ \frac{\sigma_{11}}{X_{c1}} < 1 \]  

- Tensile matrix failure if $(\sigma_{22} + \sigma_{33}) > 0$
  \[ \left( \frac{\sigma_{22} + \sigma_{33}}{X_{c2}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\sigma_{22} \sigma_{33}}{S_{23}^2} \right) + \left( \frac{\sigma_{22}^2 + \sigma_{33}^2}{S_{12}^2} \right) < 1 \]  

- Compressive matrix failure if $(\sigma_{22} + \sigma_{33}) < 0$
  \[ \frac{1}{X_{c2}} \left( \frac{\sigma_{22} + \sigma_{33}}{S_{23}} \right) + \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\sigma_{22}}{S_{23}} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\sigma_{33}}{S_{23}} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{S_{12}} < 1 \]  

These criteria are used to detect damage. Each of them is related to a damage variable. Once a failure is detected, the corresponding damage variable instantaneously increases from 0 to a value very close to 1 (typically 0.99).

To ease the convergence process of the implicit algorithm once damage has initiated, a delayed damage model is implemented. This model, similar to viscous regularization schemes, introduces a time constant $\tau$, which limits the damage evolution rate [23]. The shape parameter $\alpha$ is set equal to one. Limiting the damage evolution rate allows elements that are not in the boundary layer to be further strained, and possibly damaged, before the global unloading ("strain softening") starts.

\[ d_t = \frac{1}{\tau} \exp(\alpha(d-d_t)) \]  

3. A simple non-local failure model for UD-fabric laminates

3.1. Theory and model

Non local damage models were firstly developed for concrete, but more generally, they apply to materials termed “quasi brittle”, i.e., materials that are characterised by their ability to dissipate a lot of energy before reaching their peak strength, essentially by diffuse microcracking in a zone that can be of non negligible dimensions with respect to the structure size (at the lab scale). They can be used to simulate size effects, which are
The damage variables are then replaced by their regularized counterparts.

\[
d_{f} \rightarrow d_{f,N}
\]

\[
d_{fc} \rightarrow d_{fc,N}
\]

\[
d_{mt} \rightarrow d_{mt,N}
\]

\[
d_{mc} \rightarrow d_{mc,N}
\]

These damage variables are then condensed into two damage variables, related to fibre damage or to matrix damage. They will be used to translate the effect of damage on the compliances. No specific damage variable is used to model shear behaviour. This simplified approach is similar to that proposed by Gutkin and Pinho [24].

\[
d_{f} = \max(d_{f}, d_{fc}, d_{f,N})
\]

\[
d_{m} = \max(d_{mt}, d_{mc}, d_{m,N})
\]

The superscript \( N \) refers to the previous converged iteration. This definition of damage ensures that damage can only increase or remain stable once it has initiated.

The damaged compliance matrix then reads:

\[
\mathbf{S} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{3}{\varepsilon_{31}} & \frac{2}{\varepsilon_{31}} & \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{31}} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{2}{\varepsilon_{31}} & \frac{3}{\varepsilon_{31}} & \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{31}} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{\varepsilon_{31}} & \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{31}} & \frac{2}{\varepsilon_{31}} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{21}} & \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{21}} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{21}} & \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{21}} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{21}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Its inverse, the stiffness matrix, is also the tangent operator, since damage evolution is not related to stresses or strains.

In the proposed model, stresses in the failure criteria are replaced by effective stresses after the initiation of damage:

\[
\sigma_{ij} \rightarrow \tilde{\sigma}_{ij}
\]

\[
\text{where } \sigma_{ij} \rightarrow \tilde{\sigma}_{ij} \text{ if } i, j \in \{1, 2, 3\};
\]

\[
\text{Non local enhancement. The non local approach is used to evaluate the failure criteria in a non local way, much as in the FCV method proposed by Hochard and coworkers [21]. The FCV approach is built upon an external subroutine because a user material model is not able to handle several integration points simultaneously (the routine loops through every integration point in a sequential way). In the current model, the procedure can be directly embedded in the finite element code by using the non local capabilities of SamCEF [2], which makes it possible to establish a "dialogue" between neighbouring Gauss points. Using the built in implicit gradient model, it is possible to compute non local variables in a user material routine by simply enhancing the stress vector and the tangent matrix. In contrast with the FCV, the implicit gradient enhanced approach is not a simple averaging, but a weighted average similar to the Gaussian averaging of traditional integral non local approaches [25]. In fact, the implicit gradient enhanced model is a diffusion equation, relating a local variable \( f \) to its non local counter part \( f \) and involving an internal length \( c \). It is associated with an equation enforcing zero flux at the boundaries of the material domain considered, \( \Omega \), which ensures that a homogeneous field remains unchanged.}

\[
\begin{cases}
f c^2 \Delta f & \text{in } \Omega \\
\nabla f.n & 0 \text{ on } \partial \Omega
\end{cases}
\]

SamCEF allows only one internal length to be used. Thus, the internal length cannot be fine tuned to each damage mode, which would be preferable [26].

The fact that damage is instantaneous, denoting perfectly brittle behaviour, might seem to contradict the idea that damage should be non local to simulate the quasi brittle nature of composite materials. In fact, in this model, the non local approach, applied to the failure criteria only, is used as a simple way of emulating the effect of the progressive failure without actually needing a complete set of unconventional material parameters, which are tricky to identify and most often not available to the engineer at the design stage.

In the non local approach, effective stresses \( \tilde{\sigma} \) are replaced by the effective non local stresses \( \tilde{\sigma} \) when evaluating failure criteria. Non local averaging can be applied to any component of the stress tensor. Alternatively, non local strains could be computed. The constitutive relation between stresses and strains remains local, which preserves the original elastic behaviour.

3.2. Results

A typical coupon was modelled using hexahedral elements, with one layer of elements per ply in the refined zone of interest. The pin was assumed to be perfectly rigid, which improved calculation times while providing results very close to a flexible flexible contact. The friction coefficient was taken to be equal to 0.1. This value was selected on the basis of an analysis of the DIC results focusing on the shapes of the different strain fields (shear and transverse strains in particular). It has no direct physical meaning, and should merely be seen as an average of the local friction coefficients, which would vary depending on the local angle between the fibres and the slip directions.

Local model. The local model predicts a peak strength that is much lower than the actual one. Since damage almost instantaneously increases to 0.99, the laminate has no further possibility to absorb (by deforming elastically) or dissipate (by failing progressively) strain energy, and it thus fails immediately.

It should be noted that in the model proposed by Camanho and Matthews [8], which is based on the same failure criteria as the current model, damage is deemed to have much less influence on the components of the damaged stiffness tensor. For example, the fibre stiffness would only decrease by 86% upon failure initiation under compression, whereas in the present model, the damaged stiffness is virtually reduced to 0 when damage is total. While, regarding stiffness, Camanho’s approach is probably closer to reality, as compressive damage appears unlikely to lead to a complete stiffness loss, its major drawback is that it enables considerable energy storage in the laminate, since non completely damaged elements would continue to load elastically. Whether this energy storage is real or artificial remains to be debated, especially when one considers the kink band broadening phenomenon, which supposedly takes place at constant stress. What is certain is that such an approach, although physically motivated, greatly delays the numerical peak strength, which can even be non existent (Fig. 14).

Non local model. The non local model delays initiation depending on the internal length value, effectively limiting the impact of the first subcritical damage on the failure load by simply ignoring it. It was found that, to obtain a numerical peak strength close to the experimental value, the model should be fully non local, meaning that all the failure criteria should be evaluated using non local effective stresses, with a very large internal length of 1.5 mm.
Such a large internal length produces several effects that make the model's response physically unrealistic:

1. The damaged zone associated with fibre compressive damage is much too large (Fig. 13) compared to the actual zone (see Fig. 8 for example).
2. There is no matrix damage at the bearing peak, which contradicts the experimental evidence. Due to the large internal length, matrix damage is effectively considered as subcritical.
3. \(\pm 45^\circ\) plies are not damaged, whereas the CT scans revealed that kink bands appeared in these plies long before peak strength was reached, just like in \(0^\circ\) plies.
4. By delaying the initiation, this nonlocal model is not able to represent the physical reality, i.e., the fact that kinking starts quite soon but then develops progressively. In particular, the nonlinearity preceding the bearing peak cannot be represented (Fig. 14). Although this is a natural consequence of using nonlocal failure criteria, the large internal length introduces such a delay between the real initiation load and the simulated one that it might have serious consequences on the failure scenario in some cases. Hence, the reliability of the approach is to be questioned.

Alternative nonlocal approach. The delayed damage model is also a form of nonlocal approach, although it does not explicitly introduce an internal length. Increasing the characteristic time \(\tau\) while not using the implicit gradient-enhanced model has an effect similar to that of the internal length. However, since the initiation remains local, it is possible to reproduce the nonlinear behaviour preceding the bearing peak (Fig. 15). A further analysis shows that the damaged zones fit those found in the CT analysis closely. However, increasing the characteristic time is not a reliable answer to...
the problem because it creates a strong dependence on the loading rate, and its physical meaning is rather unclear. It does, however, emphasize the need for progressive damage laws, since an increase in the characteristic time is equivalent to an increase in the failure energy density associated with each failure mode.

Although, after analysis of the CT scans, the non linear behaviour before the peak strength can clearly be related to progressive damage, up to now, no mention has been made of the non linear behaviours typically exhibited by composite laminates, namely shear non linearity, which is mainly due to the matrix, and compressive non linearity. The analysis of another model, proposed by Hochan and Thollon [27], showed that shear non linearity did not greatly influence the global behaviour of a quasi isotropic laminate loaded in bearing. Therefore, it would not explain the global non linearity. As to the non linear elastic behaviour of fibres loaded in compression, a previous numerical study based on Alkik’s model [28] concluded that it could not reasonably be held responsible for the observed non linearity. Using relevant parameters, the non linear behaviour would be too mild and would start at a much lower load than is actually the case.

To ensure a more reliable failure prediction, the failure model should become a proper damage model, with progressive failure laws associated with each damage mode, and specifically with fibre kinking, so as to make sure that the areas affected by the fibre compressive failure match the experimental observations.

Kinking is influenced by compressive as well as shear strains, as shown by Figs. 8 and 9. Therefore, a failure criterion of the maximum stress or strain type has little chance of providing completely meaningful results regarding the initiation of this damage mode. Although Pinho et al. [29] proposed a physically based failure criterion for kinking, it appears that this criterion is not fully satisfied as new approaches based on fracture mechanics have recently been proposed by Pinho’s coworkers Gutkin et al. [30] and Pimenta et al. [31]. In addition, a local version of this criterion would make the response of the model even more conservative, as -45° plies would fail at lower loads, their stress state being characterized by a combination of moderately high compressive and shear stresses, which are known to significantly affect the compressive strength. Should such a criterion be used, it would need to be non local, and the non linear behaviour of the matrix in shear would probably have to be taken into account, because it would have an effect on the criterion’s value. When coupled with progressive failure laws, such a criterion would not need to be evaluated on a large volume to compensate for the lack of progressiveness of the damage laws, as is the case with the proposed model.

4. Conclusions

Bearing failure is a progressive structural failure which is itself the consequence of a progressive material failure dominated by the kinking phenomenon. The simple failure model proposed in this paper addresses structural failure by resorting to a progressive failure analysis, but disregards the progressiveness of the material failure. The non local approach applied to failure criteria and based on an empirical internal length does not seem sufficient to provide an adequate answer to the problem. Although it is obviously able to emulate the delaying effect progressive damage has on the peak strength at a macroscopic level, the local failure scenario is far too different from reality for this approach to be deemed reliable. Hence, the conclusion can be drawn that models based on traditional failure criteria, such as the model proposed in this paper, are unlikely to provide satisfactory results regarding bearing failure simulation. It appears that only physically based advanced numerical models could help reduce the excessive conservatism of simple engineering models, while providing sufficient reliability. However, these parameter intensive models require extensive material characterisation, which could also hamper their reliability should the parameter identification not be carried out properly. In addition, such models, based on a continuum damage mechanics framework, would probably not be able to simulate the effect of the wedge mechanisms, closely related to the crack nature of kink bands. Therefore, the proposed approach might still represent a good compromise at pre design stages, if the value of the internal length were to be confirmed by different bearing tests, making it more than a curve fitting parameter with little practical interest.
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